, suggesting either that contextual informa-1B. The mean (± standard error) magnitude of simultation can effectively propagate across early visual corneous contrast across subjects in the unmasked and tex in the absence of awareness of the signaled masked conditions was 3.50 ± 0.47 and 1.42 ± 0.37, context or that it can proceed undetected to higher respectively. Although the magnitude of the effect in the processing levels at which such horizontal propagamasked condition was significantly smaller than in the tion may not be necessary. The effect under masking unmasked condition (t 5 = 3.48, p < 0.01), it was still also shows partial interocular transfer, demonstrating significantly greater than zero (t 5 = 3.84, p < 0.01).
perception [25, 26] , consistent with the notion that perment of orientation processing mechanisms whose activity is not consciously perceived. ception monitors processing in early visual areas [27] .
Recent studies from the first author's laboratory have We carried out two further experiments to compare the effects of simultaneous contrast in masked and unused manipulations of stimulus color to demonstrate that simultaneous orientation contrast is mediated by masked conditions. First, a gap was introduced between the center and surround stimulus. The magniprocessing at multiple levels of visual cortex [4-6]. Orientation-specific interactions at the earliest, monocular tude of simultaneous contrast was found to drop off in a similar fashion in the two conditions (Figure 3 ). This level are selective for stimulus color, whereas processing at subsequent binocular levels is essentially cue inpattern of results confirms that the effect observed under masking is qualitatively similar to the unmasked efvariant [6] . The net simultaneous orientation contrast effect presumably reflects an aggregate of these infect. Second, simultaneous orientation contrast was measured under dichoptic presentation of test and interactions across the various levels. If perception of orientation also monitors neural activity across these ducer followed by a binocular mask. Orientation contrast in the absence of awareness of the orientation of areas, then the effects of masking on orientation perception and simultaneous orientation contrast should the inducing stimulus was again observed (Figure 4) . Such interocular interactions implicate processing by be constrained by the operating characteristic relating these two measures in the unmasked condition. Specibinocular neurons that are first found in V1, demonstrating that certain network interactions in visual corfically, the effect of masking on perception of the surround and on the magnitude of simultaneous orientatex are not of themselves sufficient to support visual awareness. tion contrast would be to reduce effective stimulus strength without changing the operating characteristic It has been reported that the contextual modulation evident in the late (>100 ms) component of the rerelating the two measures.
However, our results show that the effect of masking sponses of V1 neurons of awake monkeys is absent when the stimuli are not consciously perceived [28] . upon perception of the orientation of the surround is much greater than that predicted from its effect on the Dissociation between neuronal modulation and behavioral report is found only when the monkeys' reward magnitude of simultaneous orientation contrast ( Figure  2 ). This indicates that activity in early visual cortical regime encourages them to adopt a conservative response criterion, consistent with the operation of a simareas may not contribute directly to the content of conscious perception. Instead, our results are consistent ple decision mechanism after initial sensory processing. In contrast, we find that a criterion-independent with the suggestion that simultaneous contrast is mediated at multiple levels of the visual processing hierforced-choice procedure reveals marked contextual effects on the perceived orientation of a test stimulus in archy [3-6]. Under masking, the generally observed reduction in magnitude of simultaneous orientation the complete absence of awareness of the inducing orientation. This is significant because it indicates that contrast suggests that a component of the unmasked effect involves areas whose activity normally contribspatial interactions specific to stimulus orientation, and thus involving neural activity at a level as least as high utes to conscious perception of orientation. However, the existence of a simultaneous orientation contrast efas V1, can proceed in the absence of awareness. Our finding that the operating characteristic between neural fect even when masking renders the orientation of the inducing grating invisible demonstrates the involveactivity (as gauged by simultaneous orientation con- trast) and conscious perception differs markedly becesses underlying conscious orientation perception and the processes mediating simultaneous orientation tween masked and unmasked presentation conditions cannot be accounted for by a thresholding mechanism contrast? The difference could be an anatomical one, such that processing in visual areas higher than those operating on the output of early sensory processing. Instead, it demonstrates that the activity of at least mediating simultaneous orientation contrast under backward masking is required for conscious vision [7] . In some of the neural processes mediating simultaneous orientation contrast is not accessible to conscious orithis case, the effect of masking would be to disrupt processing disproportionately in those higher areas. Alentation perception.
What is the essential difference between the proternatively, the difference could be essentially tempo- 
